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Pro Tools for Video, Film, and MultimediaCourse Technology PTR, 2003
"Pro Tools for Video, Film, and Multimedia" offers comprehensive coverage of the extensive features of Pro Tools, giving you the skills you need to take any multimedia soundtrack project from concept to completion. It covers a wide range of audio topics, including the equipment you need to use Pro Tools with video, tips...
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Multimedia Security HandbookCRC Press, 2004
Intellectual property owners who exploit new ways of reproducing, distributing, and marketing their creations digitally must also protect them from piracy. The Multimedia Security Handbook addresses issues related to protecting digital media. It begins by introducing security fundamentals and discussing the vulnerabilities of individual protection...
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Information Security and Ethics: Social and Organizational IssuesIRM Press, 2004
Information Security and Ethics: Social and Organizational Issues brings together examples of the latest research from a number of international scholars addressing a wide range of issues significant to this important and growing field of study. These issues are relevant to the wider society, as well as to the individual, citizen, educator, student...
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Biomedical Image Analysis: Tracking (Synthesis Lectures on Image, Video, & Multimedia Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
In biological and medical imaging applications, tracking objects in motion is a critical task. This book describes the state-of-the-art in biomedical tracking techniques. We begin by detailing methods for tracking using active contours, which have been highly successful in biomedical applications. The book next covers the major probabilistic...
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Macs For Dummies, Eighth EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Release the power of Mac’s newest OS and multimedia tools!
Work with files, set up a printer, use the iLife® suite, get online, and more       

The Mac has become famous as the world’s friendliest computer, but this handy guide will smooth out any rough spots that might arise in your relationship. It takes you from the...
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Car PC HacksO'Reilly, 2005
A car PC or carputer is a car tricked-out with electronics for playing radio, music and DVD movies, connecting to the Internet, navigating and tracking with satellite, taking photos, and any electronic gadget a person wants in a car. All these devices are managed and controlled through a single screen or interface. The only place car PC enthusiasts...
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Wireless Communications Systems and NetworksSpringer, 2004
Wireless Communications Systems and Networks covers the breadth of research in wireless communications. It begins by detailing the essential background, such as wireless standards, spread spectrum and CDMA systems, and goes on to discuss advanced topics in next generation wireless systems. Discussions of advanced-level materials progress in a...
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Practical Data CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
With the accelerating growth in the use of computers and PCs in the workplace, the practical aspects of designing and operating data communications systems have become increasingly more complex. Practical Data Communications provides the needed background and fills in the gaps for the many who must tackle this vital technology with little basic...
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Mobile Broadcasting with WiMAX: Principles, Technology, and ApplicationsFocal Press, 2008


	This book is exclusively dedicated to WiMAX. The focus of the book is

	on the applications of WiMAX networks, with delivery of multimedia

	content to wireless and mobile devices being the area of greatest attention.

	WiMAX has crossed a number of major milestones in the recent

	past. These include setting standards, adopting...
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Create Your Own Blog: 6 Easy Projects to Start Blogging Like a Pro (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2012

	Create Your Own Blog


	6 Easy Projects to Start Blogging Like a Pro

	Second Edition


	 


	6 Easy Projects to Start Blogging Like a Pro


	Personal Blogging Using WordPress.com • Build a...
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Developing IP Multicast Networks: The Definitive Guide to Designing and Deploying CISCO IP Multi- cast NetworksCisco Press, 2000
The definitive guide to designing and deploying Cisco IP multicast networks

	Clear explanations of the concepts and underlying mechanisms of IP multicasting, from the fundamentals to advanced design techniques
	Concepts and techniques are reinforced through real-world network examples, each clearly illustrated in a...
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Java & Databases (Innovative Technology Series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2002
Of interest to programmers, database managers, systems designers, and multimedia academics, this book describes the use of the programming language Java in data storage management control. Some topics are Java and OQL, the seamless persistence option for Java, implementing a search engine using an OODBA, triggers in Java-based...
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